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ABSTRACT

Real Spherical curvature motion has been defined by A. Karger and J. Novâk [1 ]. In
this paper, this motion has been considered on the dual sphere and the results carried to the 
line space IR^ by means o£ Study map. During the dual spherical curvature motion K/K'

the Study map of the orbits drawn on the K' by Vp Vg and are obtained as

+ y', — (y, — v'2v)2 2v2,
•y

y, = c arctg —— , (c=const.)

A + y’2
(w*-y3)^

Introductioıı

Oriented hnes in an Euclidean 3— dimension Space IR’ may be rep- 
resented by unit vectors with three components över the ring of dual 
numbers. A differentiable curve on the dual unit sphere depending on
a real parameter t corresponds to a ruled surface in IR’. This corres-
pondence is one-to-one and aîlows the geometry of ruled surfaces to be 
represented by the geometry of dual spherical curves on a unit dual 
sphere. Dual spherical geometry, expressed with the help of dual unit 
vectors, is analogous to real spherical geometry, expressed with the 
help of real unit vectors. Hence the properties of elementary real sphe
rical geometry can also be carried över by analogy into the geometry 
of lines in IR’.

Real spherical curvature motion has heen defined. by A. Karger 
and J. Novak [1],

In this papcr, we shall study this motion on the dual sphere and
the results carry to the üne space IR’ by means of Study map.
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Basic Concepts

Definition 2,1.

.2

a*
If a and a* are real numbers and s' 

is caUed a dual number.
= 0, the expression A = a + s

W.K. Clifford defined the dual numbers and showed that they form 
a ring, not a field [2].

*Two dual numbers A=a-)-£ a* and B=b4-£b 
nentwise

are added compa-

A+B = (a+b) + £(a* + b*),

and they are multiplied in the form.

AB = ab + £(ab* -|- a*b)

Division of A by B is denoted by

A
Tî

aa -|- ea* 
b -h £b* + £

(ba* — ab*) 
P

where B is not puro dual and b 0.

Let ID’ be dual space of triples of dual numbers with coordina-
tes

. *
'2 ’

Xı = Xj+£Xj* X2 = X2+ex,*.

The set of oriented lines in Euclidean 3-dimensional space IR’ is 
one-to-one correspondence with the points of a 
dual space ID’.

unit dual sphere in the

Theorem 2.1. (E.Study)

The oriented lines in IR’ are in one-to-one correspondence \vith 
the points of the dual unit sphere

J|X II = 1 in ID’ [3] .

If X=x+£ X* and Y=y-h£ y* are two dual vectors, then

X,Y = cos Y = cos (p — £ sin ,
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where T = (p + s (p* is the d nal angle betweçn X and Y, tp is the 

angle between lines x and y and d* is the minimal distance between

tbe lines x and y.

The important properties of real vector analysis 
dual vectors.

are valid for the

*The six components aj. a*i (i= 1,2,3) of a and a (A=a+e a*) are
pluckerian homogeneous linç coordinates. Hence the two vectors a and
a* determine the oriented line in IR^

Definition 2.2.

on the dual unit sphere, depending 
a differentiable family of straight li-

A differentiable curve X(t) 
on a real parameter t, represents 
nes in IR’ which we cali a ruled surface.

In general, a dual unit vector, 
T=t + £t*.

a function of one dual variable

X(T) = X(t) + st*X(t) , ||X II = 1 

is a differentiable line-system [4].

Definition 2.3.

Consider a non-singular linear transformation between two dual 
orthonormal coordinate Systems linked to the unit dual spheres K 
(moving) and K' (fixcd), respectively. These dual unit spheres have a 
common çenter 0 and K is the moving sphere with respect to the fixed 
sphere K'.

In this paper, this motion is considered as one-dual parameter 
spherical motion and denoted by K /K'. If the unit dual spheres K and 
K' correspond to the line spaces H and H', respectively, then K /K' 
corresponds to the spatia,! motion which will be denoted by H /H'. Then 
H is the moving space with serpect to the fixed space H'.
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Dual Spherical Curvature Motion

Consider a fixed dual orthonormal frams This frame
will be represented by unit dual sphere K'. Let a circle Sfj with radius

rj =
2

be given on the sphere K' and also let a great circle he

given on the sphere K'. Let us consider two points as A e and B e S^2

where dual arc length ÂB has length tt: 
y . Let Vı and V2 be posi-

tion vectors of the endpoints of the dual arc length ÂB. Since ÂB is

with length then a vector Vj is defined by the relation V3

Thus, a moving orthonormal frame is chosen.
This moving frame wiU be represented by unit dual sphere K (moving). 

Let Oj be the çenter of circle S,). The dual arc length ÂB moves so that 
ali time Â e Sj' and B e S^'.

This motion is analogous to the real spherical curvature motion 
[1]. In this paper this motion vvill be called as dual spherical curvature
motion. Âs the parameter of the motion we choose the dual angle W=

w-(-e w* of the vectors and Vj, see figüre 3.1.

’x 0,

W. i
•i.

1
T

A

X ,0

1
'*^1

6

Figüre 3.1
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In this case, dual curvature motion is represented by K /K'. Let us

denote by A=a+£i3c* the angle of the vectors AOj and Uj. Then the 
following expressions may be v/rittcn as

V,
y/2

2
V2

2 COSAU2 +
V2

2 sinAUj+

V2 = cos'WUj + sinWU2 •>

^2 
2<VpV2: = 0 i.e. cosW + cosAsinW = 0.

(3.1)2

From (3.1)

cosW = —cosAsinW 

or r

cosA = —cotgW 

is obtained. In this case, sinA = (l-cotg^W)V Thus, moving dual

orthonormal frame {Vj,Vj,V3} is obtained as follows

^2 
2

V2 = (cosW, sin W, 0),

V2

2 cotgW, (l-cotg^W)^/^) (3.2)

(3.3)

Vj = V,aV2=(— -^(-cos2W)‘/2, cotgW(-cos2W)V2.
’ 2sinW

(3.4)

Consider a fixcd dual point X of K on the arc ÂB which lies on

the K. During the motion K/K', fixed dual point X draws an orbit 
on the sphere K'.

{
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->
The Study Map Of The Ohrit Which Are Drawn By Vj, Vj And Vj

Denote the dual angles of BX and XA by 'F, = -|- e (pj*, = 

tpj + £'p2* respectively. Then the vector X may be written as fallows 
[5],

X

—> ->
VjSİn T, + V,sin T, 

sin (T, + Y2) Tj + VjSİn Tj
(4.1)

where sin (Y, + ^2) = 1.

The vectors V,, V, and the angle sin T,, sin ^2 may be vritten 
as follows

V2
2

■*C1-cosw—£wsınw
sinw+£W*cosw

(cosw—£w*sinw)^ 
(sinw+EW*cosw)^ (4.2)

Vj = (cosw—£W*siuw,sinw4-EW*cosw,0) (4.3)

sinYj=sintpj -|- stp* jCosıpı,8İn'F2= sin4ij+s'p2*®®®'l'2. (4.4)

Using (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) the real and dual parts of X are res- 
pectively obtained as follows

x=( —-— siuıpı+coswsin(p25— —— sin(pjC0tgw+sûup2Sİnw,
V2
2

siu(pı(l-cotg^w)F2) (4.5)

and

X'* — { tpı*COS(pı4-4'2*CO®''"CO®'p2---W*SİnWSİn(p2,
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COtgw4- —y—w sintj;.'1
sin^w

■]-t^2*®^°'''''*^OS(p2+w*COSWSİni|l2, '1

(l-Cotg^w)V2 - cotgw(l-cotg^w)'/^
Cos2w

Sinıpj) . (4.6)

Since

= sinYj = sin^ij 4“ £ ıpı* costpı = Const. (4.7)<X,V,::

.*

2 w.*

I * !

which means that ıpj=Const., ûj* = Const., the equations (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.7) permit us to vvrite the following relations :

*

= 1

= 0

V, —simpj = 0
(4.8)

.*The equations (4.8) have only two parameters w and w’ so (4.8)
represents a line congruence in IR’.

Now, we may calculate the equations of this congruence in plucker

coordinates. Let Y be a point of this congruence, then Y may be 
written as follows [6]

Y = X (w,w*) Ax*(w,w*)4- vx(w,w*) (4.9)

Calculating the x /\ x* in (4.9), the following equations are obtained:

Cj = sinw(l-cotg^w)'/^ [ı|ı,*cos4'ıSİn(p2—4^2*®™4'ı®°®'p21 + —

(l-cotg^w)'''^ [ ' sin^ıpı 
cos^w

2y/2 sin(Jj,sim|i2 cos’w 
cos2w

V2 
2 cosw(l-cotg^w)’/2 [(p2*sin(JjjCOs4'2—'t'ı *sinı|i2cos4ij ] +

w*
2sinw«2 =

* + X* — (Ijj*sin ıpı = 0

] ,
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c,=w sin^^ı
2sin^w

sin^4'ıCosw 
cos2w + 5/2 sinıjij sintl/j] ,

coswsin4jSİn4. 
sin’w

'2 V2
2

( l-cotg^w)‘/^ . [

3
* [ + 2 + sin''p2] —

cos^ıSİntp, 
sinw

'2
2
* sin4]Cos42 

sinw

wheıe Cj, and are components of x A x*.

If the coordinates of Y are denoted by (y^ y,, then from the 
eguation (4.9) we have

a/2yj = —2—■ sinw (l-cotg^w)V2 *0084181042---4''2* sin^’ıCOsıpj ] +

w*
H------y- (l-cotg2w)V2

di

sin^4ı
cos2w

2^/2 sin4jSm42COs’w 
cos2w

[ ] +

a/2 . ,+ vsintpj + vcoswsin42, 
di

(4.10)

•\/2y2 = —cosw (l-cotg^w)'/2 [(p, 
dl '2 sintpjCosıpj—4' simpjCosı^ı ] +

w* 
2sinw

(l-C0tg^w)’/2 . [
cos2w + 1/2 sin4ıSİn42]

V2
2

vsimpjCotg'vv -j- vsin42sinw, (4-11)

73 = 'v* [

A■ 1 *

sin^^ı
2sin^w

coswsin4jSİn4. 
sin^w

V2
2

cos^'ıSİmp. 
sin w

'2 -2*
sin^ıCostp, 

sinw
'2 vsin^ı

2 + —

I V2 , + 2

(l-cotg^w)V2 (4.12)
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If we put Yj = 0 i.e. (pj, ıpj* = 0, in the equation (4.1), then we

have X = Vj. Thus, from (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) for the ohrit drawn

by X or Vj the equation

=: vcosw
= vsinw

72 =

(4.13)

are obtained. The eguation (4.13) represents a line congruence in IR\ 
That is, during the dual spherical curvature motion the Study map of

the orbit which is drawn on the K' by X is 
axe is Yj. This congruence has the form

congruence whose

y,"- + y.^ 
73

V‘
w*

(4.14)

<

a

If in particular w* = cw (c = const.), then (4.14) reduces to

Yj = carctg
71

(4.15)

which represents 
theorem.

a right helicoid. Thus, we may give the following

Tehorem 4.1.

During the dual spherical curvature motion the Study map of the 

orbit drawn on the K' by X (or Vj) is the congruence (4.14). In the

V .case that w* = cw the right helicoid yj = carctg ■■ ■ is obtained.
71

If we put Yj = 0 i.e. tpj = 0, ’y-2* = 0 in the (4.1), then we have

X = Vj. Thus from (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) for the orbit drawn by

X or Vj the equation

2yj = w* (—cos 
sinwcos2w + V
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= W*
(—cos2-wyi^ . cosw 

sin^wcos2w
— V2

cos w 
s in w

{4.16)

273
w* 

sin^w
(—cos2w)'/2 

sinw
-p -^^2 V

V

are obtained.

From the eguation (4.16) we have

— (Yi — V2 v)^ = 2v2 (4.17)

which represents one parameter family of one-Sheeted hyperboloids. 
Intersection of each hyperboloid and the corresponding planes yj = '\/2 
V is the family of circles

72" + 73' = 2v\

Thus, we have the following theorem

Theorem 4.2

During the dual spherical curvature motion the Study map of the 

orbit drawn by X (or VJ is 
hyperboloids.

one parameter family of one-sheeted

In addition, during the same motion we can study the orbit drawn 

on the spheıe K' by Vj.

Since

V3 = { -
V2

2
(---Cos2w)V2, a/2 

2
COtgW (---CO82w)’/2,

2sinw
),

(4.18)

making necessary calculations, from (4.18)

V2
2

cotgw (— cos2w)V2, V2 
2sinw

(4.19)
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and

a/2 , 
2V. ■w* sin2w (—gos2w)'/

cos2w
(---COs2w)1/2 cos2w

cos2w

^2 
2 w*

(—cos2w)’/2 
cos2w

V2
2 w*

cosw 
sin2w (4.20)

. * 
3 = ( ■, — w'

)

are obtained rvhere v^ and Vj* the real and dual parts of the Vj,
respectively. Similar to previous discussion

G- = (ypyj^ys) = v, a v^* + pvj 

is rvTİtten. From (4.21) we have

(4.21)

2yı=w*
(---COs2w)’/2

sinw
+ 2w*

cos^w\—cos2'w)V 
sinwcos2w

— ■\/2 p(— cos2w)*/2. (4.27)

2y2=— w*
cosw(—cos2w)*/2

sin^rv
cosw(—cos2 w)*/2 

cos2w

cos'w(—cos2w)V 2 
sinw (4.23)

2X3=— w* cos^w 
sin^w + w* +

^2 p 
sinw

(4.24)

+ 2w*

+ p

2

+

If p = 0 in (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23), then

y/ + y} (w* — ya)" 
Vs

(4.25)

is obtained. Thus, we have the following theorem

Tehorem 4.3.

During the dual spherical curvature motion the Study map of the 

orbit drawn on the sphere K' by Vj is a famUy of surface in the 
form

y/ + ^2 (w* — Va)^ 
y3
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ÖZET

Reel küresel eğrilik hareketi A. Karger ve J. Novak tarafından [1] de verildi. Bu çalış
mada, bu hareket dual küreye taşınarak dual küresel eğrilik hareketi tanımlandı. Burada elde 
edilen sonuçlar Study dönüşümü vasıtasıyla IR^ doğrular uzayına taşındı. K l K' dual küresel 

eğrilik hareketi esnasında Vp Nve V^ tarafından K' de çizilen yörüngelerin Study dönüşümleri 
sırayla

y? + y" - (y. - = 2v’,

Ta = c arctg " , (c ~ sab.)
71

y,' + y? (w* — Ys)'
y'a

2

şeklinde elde edildi.
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